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Here are all the new 9th edition of 40k Space Marines code content and the rules that we know right now as new previews are on the way. If you haven't followed along, we've just seen GW announce that a new preview is coming this Saturday and they will expand on details of the Nero and Space Shipping Code, as well as a preview of a few more models. Well, the Necron code
lies pretty much a mystery, but we've seen a decent bit of information here and there for space Marines. That's all we know that goes. Space Marine Codex Previews coming Saturday Want to know more about what you can count on in the new Warhammer 40,000 codes? Set a reminder for this Saturday to catch your first solid look at the new space marines and necrons books,
find out what comes next, and witness some more miniature shows for good measure! Overall, it looks like it could be over 40k oriented with a deeper look inside space Marine and Nero codes, as well as a bit of sprinkling of new minis. On this note, be sure to write down what time you need to set up depending on where you are in the world. With this covered, we've actually seen
a decent amount of space shipping code related stuff popping up over the internet. She knows what we know. All new 9th Space Marine Code Rules We already know is a YouTube video from WarhammerTV where the community has pretty much got all their information about the upcoming code. Codex: Necrons and Codex: Space Marines combine the code of content you love
with all kinds of new things for the latest edition of Warhammer 40,000. Luxury art and exciting knowledge envelop each faction, while the layout of each book has been redesigned to be accessible and easy to mention. As part of the preview, we saw a mock-up of all the major space marine heads and their head tactics. The page is really blur, but we set out the rules as best as
possible below. While it's pretty hard to read, some savvy Reddit users have been breaking it. User u/AenarIT broke it and posted this list that has over 400 comments already!: Dark Angels: 1) No 1 hit if the device doesn't move in this turn and 2) something about anti-exhaustion is probably an auto pass. White Scars: 1) can charge a fee after advance or Fall Back and 2) can
shoot an attack without penalty after pre-moving. Space Wolves: 1) No.1 strike in melee if the unit is charged, has been charged or heroically intervened and 2) units with this tactic can heroically intervene as if they were symbols. Imperial Fists: 1) Ignore Light Cover and 2) 2 (probably only 1, blame wobbly screenshot) extra hits with unaltered 6s with bolt Crimson Fists: 1) No. 1 to
hit when the target unit contains 5 more models than this device (VEHICLE is considered 5) and 2) 1 extra punch with unaltered 6s with bolt arms. Black Templars: 1) Roll up advance and charge charge and 2) 5 don't feel pain against mortal wounds. Bloody Angels: 1) 1 to wound when charging, charged or heroically interfering and 2) No.1 to advance and charge rolls. Flesh
Tearers: 1) No.1 to wound when charging, charged or heroically interfering and 2) -1 AP on unalted wound rolls 6. Iron Hands: 1) 6 don't feel pain and 2) double wounds on the damage chart. Ultramaries: 1) No.1 Leadership and 2) can shoot in turn, during which he falls backwards, but at -1 hit. Salamanders:1) You can roll one roll of wound when allowing an attack by that unit
and 2) every time an attack with an AP characteristic -1 stands out... treat it as 0 instead. Raven Guard: 1) are considered in Light Cover if the attacker is on more than 18 away and 2) INFANTRY is considered only in Dense Cover if the attacker is more than 12 away. Deathwatch: 1) Every time a model with this tactic attacks a melee against TYRANID, AELDARI, ORK,
NECRONS or TAU, roll a strike shot 1 and 2) after both sides have completed the deployment of their armies, select one role on the battlefield. Until the end of the battle, every time a model with this tactic makes an attack on an enemy unit with this combat role, roll the wound roll 1. Secondary targets for the 9th edition also noticed 3 new secondary targets for space Marines also
visible under the headline Clear the Enemy. There also seems to be another entry to match these, which may or may not be another category to choose from as well! These secondary targets seem to be themed around killing enemy units with different types of weapons (heavy, quick fire, attack, etc.). Win the terrain table: enter now! Company Command Limits Headquarters
Type behind Squads It was spotted on Imgur in once again from the 9th edition of the Space Marine video preview as well. We have some pretty vague words. However, we can still understand what he is saying: You can include a maximum of one model captain and two lieutenant models in each unit in your army. If this is the fate of the Space Marine Armies, Smash Captains
can take a back seat in a bunch of lists. We saw three Smash Captain lists in almost every chapter, except that it was obviously the most popular for blood angels. Pretty soon, players will have to pay a CP premium cost upfront in order to fill the max Smash Captain slot. The new units come out of the Space Maritime Code Table content Of the words in the picture are very
blurred. However, u/SLsheppard did a few tricks to get a better image, and typed them all below: This is a combination of units we've had for years, and units we've never even heard of. Go through each column slowly! Here's what we have: On Imgur of the Code preview, there also looks like the first photo of heavy intercessors and Primaris Captain with the same weapon. A new
heavy advocate? Heavy bolt rifle captain? First First First of all captain captain with master crafted heavy Bolt rifle captain in Phobos Armor Captain in Gravis Armor Captain-Captain in Terminator Armor Captain-Captain on a bicycle Primaris lieutenant in REIVER? RELIC? armor (I thought it should be Lieutenant Bladeguard, but judging by the Indomitus datasheet that guy is just a
gear option for regular Primaris Lieutenant) Lieutenant In Phobos Armor Primaris Librarian in Phobos Armor Librarian in Terminator Armor Primaris Chaplain first of all chaplain on a bicycle chaplain in the Terminator Chaplain , they can be elite now).  Primarily a pharmacist Apothecary Company Ancient primarily Ancient Bladeguard Ancient in Terminator Armor Veteran Squad
Bladeguard Veteran Squad Veterans Squad Veterans Squad Sternguard Veteran Squad Judiciar Reiver Squad Aggressor Squad Terminator Squad Terminator Squad Terminator Squad (Probably single data sheet for Cataphractii and Tartaros Terminators they share gears) Centurion Assault Squad Invictor Tactical Warsuit Dreadnaught Contempt Dreadnought Ironclad
Dreadnought Redemptor Dreadnaught Assault Squad Outrider Invader ATV Squad Squad Scout Squad Squad Squad Suppressor Squad Inceptor Squad Storm Speeder Hellstrike Can This Be Land Speeder Seen in the Third Column? THIRD COLUMN Storm Speeder SOMETHING Storm Speeder SOMETHING Land Speeder Land Speeder (TORNADO?) Land Speeder
(TYPHOON?) (Did they divide them into separate entries for power level reasons...?) Hellblaster Squad Devastator Squad Centurion Devastator Squad Eliminator Squad Eradicator Squad Thunderfire Thunderfire Cannon Firestrike Servo turret-Hunter-Stalker Whirlwind Predator (DESTRUCTOR?) Predator ISISTOR? gladiator Lancer Gladiator Reaper Gladiator Gladiator Gladiator
Valiant Vindicator Land Raider Land Raider Land Raider Redeemer Repulsor Executioner Rhino Razorback Impulsor Drop Pod Land Speeder Stormhawk Stormraven Gunship Stormtalon Gunship Hammerfall Bunker So could we see a preview? We know there was a lot to cover, but literally all the content taken from this video is blurring and probably not meant to be read. We
could see GW just put out the same information in a more readable way. It's also worth noting that they mentioned that they'll be showing off a few new models as well: figure out what's next, and witness a few more thumbnails shows for good measure!  This makes a heavy advocate, a captain with a heavy Bolt rifle, and both Primaris Land Speeder units as the main candidates
for will be identified. We are only a month away from the release code after all and they should give the community some time to drool over the new mini. What would you like to see on the table, what would you like to see uncovered? What other roles on the battlefield should be covered in the Army line in the first place? Let us know in the comments of our Facebook hobby
group, and make sure you enter the latest monthly giveaway for FREE today! You can also support us at Patreon and get ad-free access to the site as well as a ton of mini that helps support some of the best creators out there! We're following in Gilliman's footsteps. As it is written in the Code, so it will be. - Marneus Calgar, Head of the Master Ultramarines Page is taken from the
CodeX Astartes display organization and the structure of the space marine chapter Codex Astartes is a large and sacred volume of military organization, strategy and tactics written by Roboute Gilliman, Primarch of the Ultramarines Space Marine Legion , to prevent another civil war like the Erus. It outlines Gilliman's ideal for moral conduct, combat order, and the tactical doctrine
of the head of the Space Marine Corps. Although not all heads of the space Marine Corps in the Empire adhere to the dictatorship of the Code with the same rigidity as Ultramaries, most are subject to the spirit of the Code, if not the actual letter. The head of the Space Marine Corps, which usually follows the guidelines of the Astartes Code, is called a chapter consistent with the
Code. With the threat of the Traitor Legions kept at bay by the Great Scouring, Roboute Gilliman turned to ensuring that such a disastrous intra-species war could never be repeated, distilling his formidable wisdom into a mighty volume known as CodeX Astartes. This text has become an important part of his legacy and the cornerstone on which the future of Adeptus Astart will be
based. No complete copies of his original text are known to exist, although most of his volume is preserved and available to all space Marines, if not committed to memory. Although, for all its multifaceted themes, the most enduring and controversial decree of the Astartes Code was that the existing Space Sea Legions were broken down and reorganized into smaller organizations
known as chapters. Although many of his brother the Primarkhov initially opposed Gilliman's decree, almost all eventually recognized the need for reorganization for the security of the Empire. After the introduction of the Code, in case it became known as the Second Foundation, each of the old Legions became a conclave of chapters, one of which will bear the name of his Order
of the Legion's ancestors, as well as heraldry, the native world, and will retain some level of political primacy among his peers. The rest will be new names, heraldry and the home world or or and stretch yourself through the Imperium. CodeX Astartes stated that each chapter will have a thousand Battle-Brothers strong and look at its own set, training and equipment. Never again
can no man command the stunning, terrifying power of the Space Sea Legion. For millennia, there have been many subsequent founders of space marine chapters. Those chapters that rigidly adhere to Gilliman's teachings are sometimes referred to as heads of the Code. These space marines pride themselves on following the principles on the sacred pages of the Astartes Code
and applying their principles of warcraft and devotion to the emperor. Content of the show Story They must be pure heart and strong body, untainted by doubts and untainted self-aggrandizement. They will be bright stars on the solid fire of battle, The Angels of Death, whose shining wings bring rapid destruction to the enemies of Man. It will be a thousand times over a thousand
years, until the very end of eternity and the extinction of mortal flesh. - The discovery of an excerpt from the Astartes Code as a result of the disaster that was heresy Mountain, the foundations of the Human Empire were laid. The first high lords of Terra created the structure in which AdeptUs Terra operated, and described feudal duties and duties of the planetary lords. One of the
most important achievements was the reorganization of the Empire's fighting forces. This was undertaken almost alone by the Primamarch of the Legion of Ultramarines, Robut Gilliman, who codified the structure of the Imperial Guard, the Imperial Navy and the Space Marine Corps with characteristic speed and efficiency. Of all his works, the most influential is the Astartes
Codex, a large prescriptive volume that sets basic organizational and tactical rules for space marine chapters. The original inspiration for Gilliman's Astart Code came from Sgt. Eonid Thihl, an Underground War veteran who attended Kalta during the war against the treacherous Word Carriers. After the initial assault, he founded a small independent task force called Red Marche,
which was created from the surviving ultramarions. Red Marked was responsible for the eradication and elimination of renegade forces that hid in the ruined worlds of ultra-mar space. During an important meeting between Primarch Ultramarina and Sergeant Eonid Thiel at one of Macragge's space stations, Gilliman tore up the documents of his old doctrines before Thiel and
made his message clear; from now on, ultramaries should not be the horde under the commander who follows him but hundreds of thousands of individual legionnaires each in support of the other. This is how the vision of the Astartes Code was born. After graduation Heresy and the retreat of most legions of traitors in the eye of terror, the Code has decreed that the nine
remaining loyalist legions will be divided into 1,000-person Chapters, the head of masters of which will be directly beholden to the emperor himself and no other, even the Primarchs of their original founding legions (except in the case of one chapter that will remain under the control of each of them). No man in the Empire could ever control the superhuman power of an entire
Legion of 100,000 or more space Marines. Heresy Mountain has revealed a previously unknown genetic weakness in the gene seed of the Primarchs and Space Marines among the original 20 First Space Marines Legions, weaknesses that have left the Legions in question heavily exposed to corruption by the Chaos Lip Forces. This risk was compounded by the rapid recruitment
of space marines between the beginning of the Great Crusade of 800.M30 and the outbreak of the most russian-ored in the early 31st millennium. With the Human Empire expanding so rapidly across the galaxy during the Great Crusade, the need for recruits to the Space Marine Legions was great. So much so that some legions were not as specific in their gene screening
practice and set selection processes as they should have been. Roboute Guilliman's first goal in writing the Astartes Code was to both acknowledge and clean up those weaknesses. As a result, the Astartes Code has decreed that space marines will forever be more established and trained slowly. The genetic jars used to create Astartes implants will be carefully monitored and
scrutinized for any defects. Cultivated organs will be subjected to the most rigorous clean-up tests. Young initiates will undergo fitness tests before they are accepted, and only those of the harshest character will be selected. As a last-ditch guarantee, Gilliman commissioned Adeptus Terra on Earth to create and maintain genetic jars to produce and store the tithing of the Marine
Corps seed gene. These banks were to provide all new gene seeds for the subsequent founders of space marine chapters. To prevent cross-contamination, the genetic reserve of each Legion was isolated, while legions of traitors were placed under the closed seal of stagnation, although at the time many believed that they had been destroyed. By taking direct control of these
genetic tithes, Adeptus Terra may eventually control space Marines. Only they had and have the right to destroy or create armies of space marines on their own will. The Code outlined a new, more measured process for the selection and recruitment of space marines and insisted that each newly created will tithe 5% of its genetic material Adeptus Terra and Adeptus Mechanicus
for testing and monitoring. It's This. decided that only the emperor himself, under the auspices of the high lords of Terra, would ever again be able to order the creation of a new cosmic sea chapter. All gene seeds will be subjected to the greatest genetic analysis before being used in the creation of new Space Marine implants. To prevent cross-contamination, the Code rebuked
the practice of sharing gene seed between different chapters and thus preventing different legions with different genetic compositions. Since then, each chapter will rely solely on the gene seed produced in the bodies of its space Marines. The Code also defined the adopted tactical doctrine, the organization of the chapter, the order of combat and the practice of recruitment for the
head of the Space Marine Corps. She explained the different roles on the battlefield assigned to each detachment of space marines in the chapter, defining them as tactical, assault or devastated units and assigning different equipment and assignment to each (see excerpts below). There were many other themes in the Code, all of which demonstrated Gilliman's immense intellect
and hard-won wisdom. Most of the old Legions were divided into less than five chapters, but the Ultramaries, being the largest of the Legions, were divided many times. The exact number of new chapters created from Ultramarines is uncertain: the number listed in the oldest known copy of the Codex Astartes (called Apocrypha Skaros) gives a total of 24, but does not name them
all. These chapters will consist of ten companies of 100 Marines. The rupture of the remaining nine legions of loyalists into several chapters of the Space Marine Corps is known to imperial historians as the Second Foundation, which occurred around 021.M31, seven standard years after Gore's death. As a result of the Second Base, the Gene Seed of Ultramarines became a
favorite genetic reserve of most subsequent founders. New chapters created from Ultramarines are often referred to as Primogenitors, or firstborns. All Primogenitor chapters revere Roboute Guilliman as their founding father and patron. Only one of the original space sea legions, Space Wolves, has ever been broken into ten companies published in the Astartes Code. Space
wolves continue to organize their forces into thirteen Great Companies different in organization from those specified in the Code. Note that the oldest copy of the Code, Apocryph Scaros, refutes the conventional wisdom that Space Wolves have never broken into separate chapters, stating that the two Chapters of the Second Ground were created from The Cosmic Wolves (Index
Astartes I, pg. 13). However, the Marine Space Code (5th edition) lists only one second successor to the founder of The Space Wolves: The Wolf Brothers, which were dissolved at an unknown time extreme gene seed seeds and mutations. The Astartes Code further identifies tactical roles, equipment specifications and uniform identification markings for space marines. Over the
centuries, some chapters have moved away from the strict letter of the Code, introducing unique variations on its teachings, but remaining generally true to Gilliman's basic principles. In addition, the Code has been reused, reinterpreted and amended countless times over the centuries. Despite this, the Astartes Code remains, as it has always been, the authoritative leadership of
space Marines to conduct war. As such, it is revered by every Battle-Brother as a holy text; the wisdom of the ancients, serving as Scripture and the indomitable rod by which they are measured. These guidelines have evolved in practice from chapter to chapter over the centuries, and the treatise and wisdom of hundreds of military thinkers have been absorbed in their own combat
philosophy. The Code begins to be revered as a sacred text, and many chapters consider its recommendations consecrated by the emperor himself. Head of the Organization of the Order of battle Ultramarines, archetypal code Astartes-compatible space marine chapter, featuring the full composition of all ten companies of the Order of Battle Ultramarines 2nd Company,
Guardians of the Temple; A great example of the post-Heresy Codex Astartes-compatible space marine company Code Astartes states that the Space Marine Chapter should be divided into 10 companies by 100 space Marines each, as well as a captain of the Space Marine Corps, a pharmacist, a company standard and chaplain for each company. Existing outside the
organization level of the company, each chapter has a weapons division consisting of Techmarines chapters, major battle tanks, and other armored vehicles, Librarium consisting of the librarians of the head, the head of the fleet and the head of the Master, as well as various headquarters employees and heads of Servitors and the human head of Serfs. The company's veteran 1st
company chapter consists of veteran squads and/or Terminator squads. The support of the 1st company consists of land raiders and venerable Dreadnought. Only the 1st company can use the sacred costumes of the Terminator (Tactical Dreadnought) Armor. Combat companies 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th Company heads are known as combat companies, and they all have the same
tactical organization. Each combat company is divided into 6 tactical units, 2 assault squads and 2 Destroyer Squads, consisting of 10 space marines each. Some companies also use command teams made up entirely of veterans to protect their officers or other professionals, such as pharmacists and chaplains. Assault squads can be deployed as bike squadrons or on Land
Speeders. Combat companies often use Rhino and Razorback dedicated vehicles, and usually deploy dreadnought for heavy Support. The company's reserve companies The 7th, 8th and 9th Company heads are its backup companies. The 6th and 7th consist exclusively of tactical units, the 8th Assault Squad and the 9th Destroyer Squad. Like combat companies, backup
companies also use Rhino and Razorback vehicles extensively, although Dreadnought are usually only in the 9th company. The 6th company can be fully deployed on space sea assault bikes and 7th on Land Speeders. The 8th company can use either space sea bikes or Land Speeders. These forces are on standby to be deployed at the discretion of force commanders as
tactical situations develop, often to reinforce weaknesses or to assist in breaking through enemy lines in specific locations. Scouting Company 10th Company is entirely composed of scouting squads and often not 100 strong as the set does not provide a steady flow of neophytes in many chapters. Thus, the 10th Company is the most easily armed and most commonly used as an
intelligence or guerrilla force. Marine scouts are sometimes mounted on space sea bikes, but do not use Rhino or Razorback vehicles. Siege Tactics When maneuvers break down and quick-strike offensives prove impossible, code Astartes offers two solutions: bypass a heavily protected area, or besiege it. Astra Militarum may enter into a tricial siege that lasts a sunny decade or
longer, but that is not the way Adept Astarta. The tactics of the Marine Corps siege are diverse and varied, with most of them associated with a complex series of choreographic attacks. Defenses are checked and then diverted as attacks violate the enemy line or take heavily protected targets. Space Marines have a number of vehicles designed to besiege enemies such as
Vindicators and Ironclad Dreadnoughts, which are ideal for attracting maximum firepower to carry against any fortress. The Empire does not have the power to exploit the weakness of the enemy faster than Adeptus Astartes. Stealth Tactics of small but elite space Marines forces put high value on the element of surprise. Sometimes this can be achieved by speed - quick strikes
that are deployed before the enemy can resist. While such sudden attacks are a hallmark of Adeptus Astartes, they can also use stealth attacks in ways several other forces can emulate. Using auto-feeling and sophisticated scanning equipment, some space marines learn to avoid visual detection by dodging patrols or enemy pickets when needed. Sniper teams secret themselves
in team reviews. Assault squads and Grav-Chute bearing Reivers silently air-dropped into position, while the scout of the sea in camouflage cloaks to steal into position. When an attack occurs - coordinated up to a millisecond - it is a perfect example of the combined approach to weapons that is so often used in the Astartes Code. Brief but bloody attacks follow, throwing the
enemy in While other elements of the attack join the fray, whether it's massive Rhino transports disgorging troops or falling pods hurtling down from the sky. While almost all chapters regularly conduct covert operations, some, such as the Raven Guard, are particularly adept at such missions. Their ability to chase their prey out of the shadows is the stuff of legend. Anvil Strike
Force Sometimes, a mission or adversary will require that the head must mobilize his entire arsenal. In these cases, fully armored fighting groups gather, and indeed the ground shakes under their treads. Led by captains mounted in Land Raiders or other tanks, they trundle forward, enemy fire knocking from their thick armor before they respond with a murderous barrage of their
own. There are many types of armored strike force, each taking into account the needs of its head, enemy or terrain. The Strike Force anvil is perhaps the most famous of them, strictures for its formation and use, starting with the creation of the Code of Astartes. The Annals of space Marines are filled with glorious reports on the power of the Anvil Force Strike Force. In the Desert
of the Stars of Halo, Captain Duck, from iron hands, brought just such a mechanized strike force into the worlds of Warren. There, among the caustic concessional nests of the cults of Heretek, his Predators haunted the sensible fur-fauna, blasting apart the fans of Chaos and their daemonic allies. No space Marine, not even the battle brother of the Iron Hands, could live long in
this toxic place, although the tanks of the Strike Force of The Dauk withstood and scoured the planet away from threats in less than a week terrans. Aurora Head is particularly well known for their lightning-fast armored attacks, leading the way with Land Raider tips backed by Land Speeder suppression forces. Brother Sergeant Antaro Chronos directed many armoured attacks for
the Ultramarines, and he was widely recognized for including air support and using the troops to hold the territory won by his car attacks. The Repulsor grav-tank added extra power to the armored power of Adeptus Astartes. Fall Attacks Unheralded, peaceful skies torn apart asunder with violence so suddenly that the human eye can barely follow. On unspeakable planets since
the Great Crusade, the arrival of the Angels of Death signaled the defeat of the Empire's enemies. Surgical strikes drop the rapid deployment of ground forces vertical takeoff and landing aircraft such as Thunderhawk or Stormraven, or Drop pods launched directly from orbit. While there are many tactical options for surgical drop attack, and many different force compositions, all
rely on speed and surprise. They are used to capture and hold vital terrain, to channel enemy forces in the wrong direction, or to and the destruction of key enemy commanders, commanders, or military engines. Many Ork WAAAGH! was stopped in its tracks of space sea fall attack. Billions of Greenskins were left squabbling among themselves after their Warboss and his entire
bodyguard were destroyed by a surprise attack that came from heaven. The legendary Ixx defense laser batteries were so powerful that they could destroy any fleet that went into orbit, but they were the victims of a space marine attack that opened the entire planet to the invasion. When the rebel armies surrounded the Planetary Governor's Palace on Dhraks, Astra Militum was
unable to react quickly enough, but ultramarines arrived from the sky to keep the governor safe. Many heads of the Space Marine Corps have the preferred method of attacking the planet - such as Drop Pod and Land Speeder Skyhammer Orbital Strike Force, supported by the Raven Guard - but much depends on the situation and forces. Regardless of its composition, the timing
and coordination of a vertical attack is always vital. With the correct landing coordinates, Drop Pods can be the ultimate weapon of terror, hurtling out of the sky to land in the heart of the enemy. Before the enemy can react, the occupiers deploy - either to attack or to blow up their enemies at close range. Landing in quick succession, Space Marines can quickly turn a staggered
opponent into a routing one. Wrongly or inappropriately drop the attack, however, and The Fall pods will be snheld one by one, the enemy able to concentrate its fire and seize back the initiative. When arriving at Thunderhawk or Stormraven, it is vital for space Marines to provide air support; Stormhawks keep the sky clear while the Stormtalons do strafing runs to ensure landing
vehicles can deploy those inside. The most savvy Astartes commanders will use a combined strategy: An airborne Mariners attack has fallen in conjunction with a Drop Pod attack, while the Stormravens deploy more detachments, and even Dreadnoughts to keep the enemy out of balance. By striking hard and fast, the space Marine Corps drop attack can sweep battlefield targets
and be flooded even before the smoke clears. The Astartes Heraldry Code approved heraldry for Adeptus Astartes Chapter Code Astartes contains detailed sections pertaining to heraldry of space marine chapters. They dictate that a space Marine should display a symbol of his head on the left shoulder of a guard of his armor, while his right shoulder guard must show his squad
marking. The code also states that a space marine must incorporate his company's heraldic color into his armor, showing it on a shoulder trim The Code offers a number of variations on this basic system and even advises that each chapter periodically revise their markings to confuse the enemy. This has led to countless differences between many chapters of the Codex and for
some of them, changing their appearance over the course of Each chapter has its own unique Power Armour color scheme and chapter icon; however, all chapters consistent with the Code follow the general heraldry, although there are many minor changes in the system described below. The company Colors Each company has a unique color that its members wear, usually on
the shoulder plate rim of their power plate, but some heads use chest eagles, bolter cases, knee pads, helmets or other parts of Space Marine's Power Armour. 1st Company - White or Silver - Members of the 1st Company must also paint their helmet in the company color. 2nd Company - Yellow or Gold 3rd Company - Red 4th Company - Green 5th Company - Black 6th
Company - Orange 7th Company - Purple 8th Company - Grey 9th Company - Blue 10th Company - Nominally white, but the color of the company is not displayed on the armor of members because they are scouts. Squad Markings Examples ultramarines' Code-approved color company and squad marking Ultramarines Marine veteran and veteran sergeant left shoulder plate
space Marine in power Armour always shows the head icon of the Space Marine. The squad's markings are shown on the right shoulder of the Battle-Brother guard, with the exception of some old Space Marine signs that instead display them on knee plates or in the icon's very head. The right plate shows a squad badge that indicates the tactical specialty of the squad to which
Astartes belongs, and the number of his squad in his company. Veteran squads use Maltese cross, tactical squads to use arrow, Assault squads use four perpendicular arrows pointing outwards and Devastator Squads use inverted V. Space Marines in Terminator armor wearing Crux Terminatus on the left shoulder plate, and their head icon on the right shoulder plate. The
sergeant badge rank a red skull and is often displayed on his left shoulder. The code leaves the display of the rear banners at the discretion of the sergeant. Marine helmets often display rank and combat awards, either through color or insignia. Red helmets, for example, are reserved for sergeants, while a white helmet or laurel design denotes veteran status. Veteran sergeants
usually wear both colors, turning on the white stripe in the center of the steering wheel. While company colors are usually displayed on the shoulder trim of space fleet guards, they can also be displayed on helmets, Aquilas breasts, knee plates or even on squad markings. Vehicle marking space marine vehicle tactical specialty marking Space Maritime Company designation
roundels; Note that the color rounder complies with the company's approved code of color space marine identification vehicle marking Code Astartes has a lot rules for marking and heraldry of head military vehicles and armored vehicles. However, just as Space marine armor marking, the Code also warns of complacency and dangers that enemy reconnaissance may pose.
Because of this, the Code encourages master chapters to review their markings from time to time and offers many options and alternative icons that can be displayed on Space Marine's main battle tanks. Space marine vehicles are usually painted in the livery of their heads. In addition to displaying the head icon, the vehicle body is also decorated with a unit, detachment and
company markings, although the exact location and application of these vehicles varies depending on the head and vehicle in question. In addition, the oldest vehicles can display mottos, as well as honour signs and names; for their roll of fighting victories as glorified as any breath hero heads. Indeed, although each Dreadnought is given an identification number, it is often
superfluous; each of them is a famous hero of its chapter, whose names and stories are known even to raw recruits. Troops transports, Centurion waruits and armored vehicles such as assault bikes, attack bikes and land speeders carry the same heraldry and organizational markings of the squad as the Space Marines that crew, or ride inside them. The crew of the Space Marine
Corps tank usually displays the numerical designation of the head of its ship within the rounder on the guard's right shoulder. While each company maintains a constant number of Rhino armored personnel carriers, other vehicles are attached based on the requirements of a separate mission. When the vehicle is attached to the company, a small rounder shows the company
number and/or the corresponding color. Chapter symbols are displayed on the hulls and towers of the Space Marine Corps. Space Marine Battle Tanks and Dreadnought have a unique identification number in the company. This is usually displayed as a number on the vehicle's body. Army campaign badges space marine campaign badges of various army campaign badges worn
by the forces of Adeptus Astartes while fighting on the side of other forces of the Empire of Man, it is common for the imperial commander to choose a simple character to act as a campaign icon. This army badge is used during the campaign and identifies each squad and vehicle in the target group. Usually drawn on the hull of spacecraft and humming the armor of the combat
brother, it is not uncommon for these badges to be included in the heraldry of a person as a permanent honor somewhere on his Power Armour after the end of the campaign, either in memory of exceptional deeds or as a sign of memory of the fallen. Officers and Specialists Captains - Wear the heraldry of your company, sometimes decorated with your own personal Librarians -
Wear blue armor, no matter what chapter they belong to, and wear them to them The icon is business as usual. This practice is now widely ignored, even among more code-compliant chapters. Chaplains - Wear all-black armor, no matter what chapter they belong to, and wear their head badge as usual. Techmarines - Wear red armor traditionally, no matter what head they belong
to, but some, Ultramarines Techmarines note, decided to sport their heads of color predominantly while being heavily decorated in red. They wear their head badge as usual. Pharmacists - Wear white armor traditionally, no matter which chapter they belong to, but some, Ultramarines pharmacists note, have decided to sport their heads of color predominantly while being heavily
decorated with white. They wear their head badge as usual. Sergeants - Wear the same heraldry as their squad, but carry a squad banner that displays the head badge and squad number, as well as a red skull (the sergeant's symbol). Sergeants often paint helmets red and in some cases wear a red skull on their helmets. Veteran sergeants - Wear the same heraldry as their
squad, but carry a squad banner that displays the head badge and squad number, as well as a red skull (the sergeant's symbol). Veteran sergeants often paint their helmets red like standard Marine sergeants and add an extra white stripe or laurel wreath that indicates their veteran status. Terminators - Veteran Battle Brothers are usually from the 1st company that use tactical
Dreadnought armor. Code-compatible chapters that rigidly follow the word CodeX Astartes are sometimes referred to as Code-compliant chapters or even just Codex chapters. These space marines adhere to the Code as a model for their organization, marking identification and tactical doctrine. The Head of Genesis, the Red Scorpions, the Orpheus Prators, the Black Consuls,
the Novamarins and the Hammers of Dorne, are strong examples of these fiercely coded chapters. Of all the chapters of the Codex, the most famous is Ultramarines, the head of Roboute Gilliman himself. However, many chapters do not adhere so rigidly to the codes set out for the organization or other processes. These chapters also formed their home world or the personality
of their Primarch, while maintaining a compliant code in many ways. Adeptus Terra has never ruled that it is absolutely necessary to enforce the Code. Indeed, it is doubtful whether it can. However, with subsequent grounds, they have always advocated for the gene seed Ultramarines and created many new chapters of the Codex from their line. Over time, some of these chapters
subsequently deviated from the strict letter of the Code, introducing new variations, but remaining generally true to the principles set out by Robut Gilliman many thousands of Terran years ago. The heads of Bloody Angels Chapter Blood Angels Head Bloody Angels closely adhere to the organization outlined in the Codex Roboute By Gilliman Astartes, and the heads of Astartes
are equipped in the same way as most other space Marines. However, the Angels of Blood and the successive chapters that share the gene seed of Their Primarch collectively suffer from Red Greed and Black Rage, which has led to the need for several deviations of the Code. See also Bloody Angels Specialist Rangi Dark Angels Head Icon dark angels Dark Angels use very
different terminology when it comes to officials heads compared to those commonly used in other space marine chapters. This is because the Dark Angels continue to draw on the order's ancient military traditions in the organization of the chapter. In general, this terminology is also replicated in most, but not all, unforgiven chapters of the successors of the Legion of Ista. See also
Dark Angels Specialist Rangi Deathwatch Head of Iconography Deathwatch Although formally considered the head, Deathwatch has a highly unusual organization because it serves as the chamber action movie Ordo Xenos inquisition, which bears little resemblance to what is outlined in the Codex Astartes. While regular, Code Chapter is organized in such a way as to be very
mobile and flexible, and will be deployed almost anywhere in the galaxy in a short time, Deathwatch often focuses on one threat in one region. This means that the watch commander is able to adapt his forces to the task at hand. Some Watch Fortresses stand guard over the vast Orc empires ever ready to withstand the almost insurmountable incursions they periodically unleash.
Others are wary of darker threats, much harder to detect yet just as dangerous. Even more people face many enemies and must constantly adapt to the ever-changing strategic situation. Deathwatch has access to all specialized military vehicles used by other chapters, and more. Even if the Clock Fortress does not use such equipment regularly, it stores mothball stocks of
everything from attacking bikes to strike cruisers to use as needed. In the structure, Deathwatch does not adhere to the strict organization of squads and companies that the Astartes Code dictates. The only relevant tactical unit is the Kill command, which can be organized and equipped in any way that the watch captains deem appropriate. In one mission, the team can go to war
on space sea assault bikes, and in the next mounted on the mighty Land Raider. Those Battle-Brothers with the necessary knowledge can go to war dressed in clumsy Terminator armor, or in light scout armor with chameleon cloaks. Sometimes Killing teams are united in larger forces, which is a sure sign that a very dangerous enemy must be faced. It is perhaps inevitable that
the space marines are new to for Deathwatch services may have a period in which they have to adjust to that foreign mode of the organization. This is especially true when it comes to chapters that rigidly adhere to the Astartes Code, such as Ultramarines and their successors. In practice, a combat brother who could not adapt will not be sent to Deathwatch, and those that do are
often the most highly effective warriors. See also Deathwatch specialist ranks space wolves Head icon space wolves Space Wolves to resolutely oppose the empire's central command structure. The sons of Russia never completely bowed to the Code and, of course, not now. Their philosophical snah. Given that they live for the honor of battle, almost certainly the younger Space
Wolves will abandon the standard tactical structure in favor of a simple rapid swing at the enemy, howling at the top of their voices. See also Space Wolves Specialist Rangi White Scars Head icon of white scars After the defeat of Gore, during the turmoil of the second base, Jagatai Khan was among those Primarchs who willingly accepted the wisdom of Gilliman's great work,
CodeX Astartes. Since then, the White Scars adhere to the teachings of the Code, but have always maintained with them long-established traditions of their own culture. See also White Scars Specialist Rangi Code Astartes Excerpts They must be my best warriors, these are the people who give themselves to me. Like clay, I will shape them, and in the furnace of war to forge
them. They will be iron will and steel muscle. I wore them in the big armor, and with the might of the gun they would be armed. They will be untouched by plague or disease, no disease will overshadow them. They will have tactics, strategies and machines, so that no enemy can better them in battle. They are my bulwark against terror. They're Defenders of Humanity. They're my
space Marines, and they won't know fear. - Emperor of mankind Let them best banish the galaxy like the gods of old. Sheltering humanity from destruction at the hands of an indifferent universe. - Robut Gilliman, laid in the Apocryph of Scaros. (Space Marine Code 5th edition) Consider the extent of your debt at leisure, but act without hesitation when action is needed. - Roboute
Guilliman, as laid in the Code (Space Marine Code 3rd edition, Legio Astartes Daily Rites) Warrior who acts out of honor can not fail. His duty is an honour in itself. Even his death - if she is honorable - is a reward and cannot be a failure, for it has gone through debt. Look for honor as you act, so, and you should not know fear. - Roboute Guilliman, (Space Marine Code, 4th edition)
They must be pure heart and strong body, untainted by doubt and untainted self-magnifying. They will be bright stars in Battle. Angels of death, whose fast wings bring extermination to human enemies. It will be a thousand times in a thousand years, until the end of eternity and the extinction of mortal flesh. - Robut Gilliman, (Ultramarines Codex, 2nd edition Of How You Are a
Knight in the Service of the Emperor, So Rhino Your Horse. Honor him, respect him, see that his needs are met, and he will serve you well through all the battles you have to face. - Roboute Gilliman, as laid in the Apocryph skaros (Space Marine Code 5th Edition) From the tactical space infantry, the basis of his head and the main example of his head and the head of the marine
I'll tell you. He will be immersed in the knowledge of the battle and shoeed with all sorts of weapons and strategy. With the Battle Blade, Boltgun and Grenada, he must rape the enemy. But these are just tools: the true weapon of a tactical Marine is his courage, his wit and devotion to his brothers. It will lead the enemy to battle in order and time of his choice, never caught himself
unprepared or ill-prepared for the task at hand. In defense it will be as persistent as a mountain, a stronghold firmly standing against the enemies of man. In the attack, he will strike with the wrath of the Immortal Emperor, cutting down the enemy without mercy, remorse or fear. - Robut Gilliman, outlined in the Apocryph of Scaros (Space Marine Code, 5th edition) And the Assault
Marine, so I decree: He will descend on a treacherous enemy like the Angel of the Court from a height. Let the jump pack his wings and roar his engines to the anthem of retribution. Let the chain word be his scepter of the decree, his sharp voice sings joyfully with each blow. With him, the assault marine will bring bloody retribution to the Erotic, traitor and all the alien intruders
who invaded the Emperor's possessions. So there is a sea attack to be a hunter of warlords and a killer of kings. His armor will work slick with the blood of the life of the vanquished, and all will abide by his name. - Roboute Guilliman, as laid down in the Apocrypha Skaros (Space Marine Code 5th edition) Reach devastator will be without limitations and its touch without mercy.
The fire will roar out of his fingertips, but he will not consume it. Thunder will roar when he calls, but he won't swallow it. May the Devastation Squad be your blazing wrath, bringing the light of justice to the Emperor in the darkest corners of the battlefield. Wherever he is, it will be his fortress of righteousness. He will keep in his gift the fate of all who pass before his unsimitomy



gaze. Everyone will be afraid of him, and he will not be afraid of anyone. - Roboute Guilliman, as laid down in the Apocrypha Skaros (Space Marine Code, 5th edition) Use your bike squad as a blade, striking the enemy and turning away his counter strikes in equal measure. But in all things beware that speed is nothing direction, just like even the most mighty weapons cost nothing
without a careful purpose. The biker's position should always be resolute and fearless, but never immobile or rigid. Speed is his advantage, and surprise him with deadly weapons. In fluidity he will find success and in success he will find fame. - Roboute Guilliman, as laid down in the Apocrypha Skaros (Space Marine Codex, 5th edition) As commander your tools and devices
should be set, but a wise man knows that battles have won the flesh, not the machine. The flesh can learn, while the machine must be instructed forever. The flesh knows loyalty to his brothers and the veneration of its emperor, while the machine does not know these things. Whenever the day is dark and the victory is in doubt, look not at the car for help, but at your Battle of the
Brothers. The machine can only win if you tell her how to do it. Your brothers will walk through the fire, they will step through the most terrible carnage on one word of your mouth and they will bring you victory simply because you ask him about them. - Roboute Guilliman, as laid down in the Apocrypha Skaros (Space Marine Code, 5th edition) Make the virtues of the predator
yourself. Let your determination become impenetrable, like the Armored Predator Corps, and let your fury strike the righteous fury of your guns. As he crushes the enemy under his ruthless advance, so you will smite the traitor and alien without hesitation or regret. Know that to leave the field with the Predator is to fight on the side of one of the most honored guardians of mankind.
Aim with less than all yours under his iron gaze to dishonor yourself and your battle-brothers in front of one of humanity's greatest heroes. - Roboute Guilliman, as stated in the Apocrypha Skaros (Space Marine Code, 5th edition) Know your duty, and fulfill it above all else. - Codex Astartes, Chapter IV, Verse 1 (Deathwatch: Battle Rites, pg. 14) Video Sources of Code Code
Adeptus Astartes - Marines (8th edition) , p. 8-10, 14, 73, 84, 93, 100 Codex: Bloody Angels (5th edition), page 7-8, 25, 27, 40, 80 Codex: Dark Angels (6th Edition), p. 11, 14-15, 17, 33, 35, 46 Codex: Space Marine Corps (6th Edition) , page 8-15, 246 Codex: Space Marines (5th edition), p. 7-9, 21-22, Codex: Space Marines (4th edition), page 7-9 Codex: Space Wolves (5th
edition), page 9, 14 Codex: Ultramaries (2nd edition), page 9-10, 12-13, 17-19, 22-23, 25, 28-30, 32-36, 39 Deathwatch: Core Rulebook (RPG), page 12-15, 38, 43, 45, 52, 54, 79, 153, 174, 182-184, 312 How to paint space marines (2004) , page 34, 36, 38, 40-42, 44-48 , 93-95 Insignium Astartes: Uniforms and Regalia Space Marines Alan Merrett, p. 9-38, 40-49, 51 Astartes I
Index, Astartes : St. Tom space Marines, Rick Priestley and Andy Chambers, page 11-16 Index Astartes III, Warriors Ultramar: The Space Marine Chapter, Graeme McNeil, page 18, 22 Warhammer 40,000: Rulebook (6th edition), page 168, 187, 225, 389, 403 White Dwarf 299 (UK), Creation Chapter, page 72-75 Age of Darkness (Anthology) edited by Christian Dunn, Rules
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